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In 1978, the books and papers of Ruthven Campbell Todd relating to William Blake were given by his son Dr. F. C. C. Todd to the Brotherton Library of the University of Leeds. The Brotherton Library, named after Lord Brotherton who paid for its construction, is the main library of the University for the humanities and social sciences. It is nobly housed and is especially rich in English literature of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

What follows is primarily a catalogue of Ruthven Todd's papers relating to William Blake presented to the Brotherton Library, but it is both more and less than that. It is less in that some of the Papers from Todd seem to have no connection with Blake or are merely printed works without annotation, and consequently they are dealt with only in footnotes here. It is more in that it includes a) some works related to Blake in the Library which did not come from Ruthven Todd, and b) some works in the Todd collection which are not about Blake but which are about his contemporaries.

This catalogue is organized around Ruthven Todd's Blake publications in chronological order of date of publication. Each entry begins with the earliest version of the work and concludes with the published version or, if it was revised after publication, with the revisions. At the conclusion of the list of publications are a number of entries related to Blake but not published, also arranged in chronological order.

The Todd Blake manuscripts have been catalogued anonymously by Miss Jean Radford and Mr. P. S. Morrish, sub-librarian (MSS and Special Collections) of the Brotherton Library, in University of Leeds Library MS. 470 Blake Letters and papers of Ruthven Todd, Handlist 49 [1981], on which the following list is based. I have, however, with Mr. Morrish's consent, taken a number of liberties with the list. For one thing, I have omitted Nos. 1-291, which are letters of 1927-78 from Blake scholars and collectors such as C. H. C. Baker, G. E. Bentley, Jr., David Bindman, Martin Butlin, Morris Eaves, D. V. Erdman, R. N. Essick, Sir Geoffrey Keynes, T. L. Minnich, W. E. Moss, M. D. Paley, Leslie Parris, Kerrison Preston, Kathleen Raine, Lessing J. Rosenwald, Mark Schorer, and R. R. Wark. This is the section of the list to which access is restricted, at least until A. D. 2011. (Written applications from bona fide Blake scholars for a dispensation to consult specific items may be considered by the Librarian and the representatives of Ruthven Todd.)

For another, I have added further information from a personal inspection of the Todd manuscripts and from other sources.

And for another, I have reorganized the material. However, each entry is preceded by the Handlist 49 entry number.

Ruthven Todd's Life

Two statements by Ruthven Todd in these papers may be sufficient to establish a biographical context for these manuscripts. The first is in an application to the Chapelbrook Foundation on 15 June 1968 for support in preparing the new edition of Gilchrist's Life of William Blake:

I don't know what I should say about myself. Fifty-four yesterday, born in Edinburgh, art-student, farm-laborer, editor,
moved to London, worked as tutor and publisher's reader, reviewer and other jobs. War years were in Civil Defence [as a conscientious objector to military service], and then worked in a bookstore before (bombed out) moving to Essex. To U.S.A. January 1947. Lived mostly in New York (apart from short semester in Iowa City) till 1984. Lived on Martha's Vineyard till 1960. Came to Mallorca to spend summer as guest of Robert Graves. Got ill and spent return money. Have now got a cottage home. Have written several books of poems, novels (not really good enough) essays on art and science, and edited books on painting and selections from poets. Much more could be said, but I think that may serve.

[No. 44]

And in a letter to the distinguished Blake collector George Goyder he wrote on 6 February 1970:

I dropped out of the Blake world into a strange world of alcoholism, and only pulled myself out of that some six years ago.

More details may be found in a moving obituary by M. in the Majorca Daily Bulletin, in Julian Symons, "Ruthven Todd 1914-1978: Some Details for a Portrait," London Magazine (April-May 1979), 62-80, and especially in his autobiography which has been edited by his Majorcan friend Robert Latona and excerpts from which will appear in Malatap Review in January and April 1982. One particularly intriguing piece of information provided by Symons is that Symons' first crime story, The Immaterial Murder Case, ...was meant to be a collaboration, but Ruthven never did any writing. I wrote it, made him the murderer, and put the typescript in a drawer for several years.

[P. 65]

As a young man, Todd became fascinated by Blake and collected works by and about him as assiduously as his very slender means permitted. He once had an extensive library of Blake and Flaxman, and the Flaxmans in particular were quite important. The bibliography section of Todd's copy of his edition of Gilchrist's Life of William Blake (1942), below, is annotated:

All items underlined in red were in my library at Tilty Mill House nr. Dunmow, at the end of 1946 (dotted lines show that I owned only the plates). It was a pretty good library as libraries go and like all good libraries it went. The rest of my Blake collection [of scholarship] is also now scattered.

According to this marked list, among works with Blake's engravings he once had Allen, History of England (1797) and Roman History (1798), Ariosto, Orlando Furioso (1808; 1813), Boyce, The Grave (1803), Burger, Leonora (1796), Cumberland, Thoughts on Outline (1796) and Outlines from the Antients (1829), Darwin, Botanic Garden (1791; 1795; 1799), Flaxman, Iliad (1805), Fuseli, Lectures on Painting (1801), Gay, Fables (1793), Hayley, Little Tom the Sailor (1800), Essay on Sculpture (1800), Designs (1802), Life ...of William Cowper (1805-4), Triumphs of Temper (1803), Ballade (1805), and Life of George Romney (1809), Henry, Memoire of Albert de Haller (1783), Hoare, Academic Correspondence (1803), Hunter, Historical Journal of ...Flaxman (1793), Lavater, Aphorisms (1789), Malkin, A Father's Memoire (1806), More, Meditaciones Poeticas (1826), Remember Me! (1825), Shakspeare, Playe (1805), Stedman, Surinam (1796), The Witch's Magazine (1784), Mary Wollstonecraft, Original Stories (1791), and Young, Night Thoughts (1797). Notice that in the thirty some years after these were lost, apparently only one was recovered or replaced.

Ruthven Todd's Blake Work

Most of Ruthven Todd's accomplishments were in poetry and fiction, but he made a major contribution to Blake scholarship. From his earliest published work on Blake (1941) to his latest (1980), he showed an extraordinary skill in finding new facts and relating them illuminatingly to Blake's work, in areas as diverse as the two engravers named William Blake, to his pigments, to the discovery of his advertisement for his "Exhibition of Paintings in Fresco." Todd's earliest and his greatest Blake enterprise was his revised edition of Alexander Gilchrist's Life of William Blake which, from its first publication in 1863, was recognized as being of central importance for Blake studies:

Its effect was thunderous. Never has an important [English] literary reputation been posthumously established so instantaneously and effectively.

Gilchrist's biography was repeatedly reprinted, in 1880, 1906, 1907, 1922, and 1928 and proved its lasting value.

There were, however, a number of serious defects to the work. For one thing, the collection of Blake's writings in Volume II, edited by D. G. Rossetti and a syndicate of the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, was seriously incomplete and inaccurate, though it displayed to the public far more of Blake's work than had previously been popularly available. For another, Gilchrist's transcriptions of Blake's letters in his biography were often merely approximate and usually at one or two removes from the manuscripts. And for a third, Gilchrist was alarmed by footnotes and systematically omitted identification of the sources of his information. All these factors made the work difficult to depend upon, but, because Gilchrist had talked to many of Blake's young disciples such as John Linnell and Frederick Tatham and Samuel Palmer, his book cannot be ignored. Ruthven Todd approached these problems boldly and solved them successfully. First, he simply omitted Gilchrist's Volume II with its incomplete and inaccurate writings, reproductions, and catalogues of Blake. Second, he corrected the texts of Blake's letters and poems in Gilchrist's biography (except where Gilchrist is the only authority for them, of course). Thirdly, and most laboriously, he sought out systematically the factual bases for Gilchrist's
conclusions and anecdotes and displayed them in meticulous notes to the biography. Todd's edition appeared in a modest Everyman edition in January 1942, was promptly recognized as a major work of scholarship, and a new edition appeared in 1945 with somewhat expanded notes. With its handsome prints from the Virgil electrotypes, it was attractive as well as useful, and it is certainly the cheapest and probably the best biography of Blake which has appeared.

For the next forty years, Ruthven Todd collected materials for a new edition of his Gilchrist. After the war, he went to the United States of North America, partly to experiment with methods of recreating color-printing as Blake practiced it. He also wrote the Blake section (1945) of his Traces in the Snow, a little, cancelled book on Blake (1947), an essay on Blake's illuminated printing (1948), introductions to facsimiles of Songs of Innocence and of Experience (1947) and America (1947), and trifling, popularizing essays on Blake for an exhibition in Hong Kong (1949) and a collection of Blake's Poems (1949). Thereafter, except for a brief note on Blake and Fuseli (1954), a short poem on Blake (1961), and a slight edition of Blake (1960), he produced nothing on Blake until his announcement of "Gilchrist Redivivus" (1968). Thereafter, there was a flow of correspondence and notes about Blake, focusing on Gilchrist.

He had a large correspondence with Blake scholars and collectors--he wrote to many scholars with queries and advice, and he wrote at enormous length. One might receive three ten-page, single-spaced, densely argued letters in a month--and then hear nothing for a year or more. These letters were often mini-essays, and generous and admiring editors made more than one into published articles--such as the posthumous one of 1980. Much of Ruthven Todd's best work on Blake was in stimulating others through this private correspondence.

Besides his surprisingly extensive Blake publications and correspondence, Ruthven Todd worked on at least four books on Blake which he did not live to finish. One is the catalogue raisonné of Blake's art (298.1 below) on which Sir Geoffrey Keynes also worked and which was a basis for Martin Butlin's great Paintings and Drawings of William Blake, 2 vols. (1961). Another is the Phoenix House book on William Blake of 1947 (No. 300 below) which was cancelled after it reached galley proof stage. Another was to be called William Blake: The Commercial Engraver.
Most important was his new edition of Gilchrist. For this work, he made extensive additions to a copy of his 1942 edition, which he subsequently lost in Iowa and then recovered years later. In the interval, in 1968 he had a copy of the 1945 edition taken apart and mounted on large leaves in three volumes, and these he annotated extensively and often differently than in the for-a-time-lost copy. At the same time he was corresponding vigorously with scholars and making tentative arrangements with the Clarendon Press to publish the new edition. The work he did was detailed and valuable, and much of it is new and fascinating. For instance, he quotes a "Cutting, dated 9. vi. 1920 from Catalogue" (not further identified) of a "MS. Petition in favour of Wm. Carey being appointed Keeper of Paintings, etc. signed by Jas. Northcote, Hy. Fuseli, Jas. Ward, Maria Cosway, Wm. Blake, Rd. Westall, Geo. Clint, John Constable, and other artists of the period, 1 p. folio" (1942, p. 221)—this must be the original of the printed document of December 1820 quoted in Blake Records (1969), 269. He also quotes an unpublished letter from Samuel Palmer to George Richmond of March 1879 in which Palmer speculates about a portrait of Milton etched by Blake "when three years of age." 8

These fascinating materials for a new edition of Gilchrist are very extensive and very incomplete. They deserve to be brought into order and up to date and published. I have agreed to serve as midwife if a publisher can be found—Ruthven Todd wanted the work to be very extensively illustrated and very inexpensive—but thus far no publisher has shown interest in it. Meanwhile there is a great storehouse of biographical information about Blake among the Ruthven Todd Papers at Leeds.

Catalogue
Symbols
Brotherton = The work is in the Brotherton Library but not among the Todd MSS (MS 470) f. (ff.) = folio (folios)
MS = Manuscript
n.d. = not dated
TS = Typescript
298 = The entry number among the Todd MSS

Published Works
1942
Brotherton Alexander Gilchrist, The Life of William Blake, ed. W. Graham Robertson (1907), Todd's copy marked on the endpaper and flyleaves "Working Copy NO 1 Ruthven Todd 1940 Annotated and
Corrected", with his address at 41 Mansionhouse Road, Edinburgh. The notes are in the margins; some pages have many corrections, many have none.

Brotherton  Ibid. (1906 [sic]) in gatherings, apparently without additions, among the Todd books. Each of these volumes was doubtless preparatory to Gilchrist's *Life of William Blake*, ed. Ruthven Todd (1942); it was expanded in the 1945 edition.

Brotherton  Alexander Gilchrist, *Life of William Blake*, ed. Ruthven Todd (1942, 1945), the leaves separated, pasted by a Mallorcan girl on Spanish legal-size paper, interleaved, and bound in three albums, the copyright page emended to read "COMPLETELY REVISED, 1968", each volume dated "6 de julio de 1968", copiously annotated by Todd:


293 Vol. II, with pp. 135-302; at the end is a TS letter to Todd from Morchard Bishop [Oliver Stoner] (30 Aug 1968) containing various emendations for pp. 123-400.

294 Vol. III, with pp. 303-366, 402, 401, 403-406 and index; also pasted in is a revised TS bibliography by Todd, 13 ff.

304 Papers about a proposed revision of his edition of Gilchrist's *Life of William Blake* (c. 1968).

i "A Modest Proposal" (n.d.), TS, 1 ff.


iii Photocopy of ii, with MS amendments (n.d.).

iv "Begin "When, last fall..." [1968] TS (carbon), 7 ff.

v "Pictures mentioned by Gilchrist with their owners in 1944" (n.d.), TS, 2 ff.

vi "List of names, for index, for checking..." (n.d.) TS with MS additions, 10 ff.

vii "Papers and books I should have listed 29 August 1968" (1968), TS, 5 ff.

305 "Outline and material for a version of 'A Bibliographical check-list for William Blake'" (latest date in the bibliography is 1969 [f. 18]), TS, 30 ff.

1945

"William Blake and the Eighteenth-Century Mythologists." Pp. 68-75 of *New Road: Directions in

The 1975-77 printings here are apparently unauthorized. Todd worked on a new edition for dover publications in 1971-74.

Draft index, TS with MS alterations, 37 ff.
Another version, TS with MS alterations, 20 ff.
A third version, TS (carbon) with MS alterations, 47 ff.
List of plates, TS (carbon), 3 ff.
Seventeen glossy black-and-white photographs, being some of the plates listed in iv above.
Miscellaneous fragments, MS and TS, 13 ff.

According to information received at Leeds from dover Publications in July 1980, this project was first mooted in 1966, but most of their correspondence withTodd about it was between 1971 and 1974, the project was never formally cancelled, but Todd's death intervened.


Photocopy of version revised and reprinted in The Visionary Hand, ed. R. N. Essick (1973), 19-44, on 26 ff.
Another copy of i.


Galley proof.

"Blake's Dante Plates." TS draft of a letter to the Editor, Times Literary Supplement, 5 ff.
Photocopy of the letter as printed in TLS, 29 Aug. 1968, p. 928, 2 ff.

TS draft of a further letter to the Editor, TLS, 18 Sept. 1968, 1 ff.
TS draft of a new version for Book Collecting & Library Monthly, 10 ff.
Carbon copy of iv, with amendments, 10 ff.
TS (carbon copy) second draft of iv, 11 ff.
Photocopy of iv, 11 ff.
Page-proof of the version which appeared in Book Collecting & Library Monthly, No. 6 (1968), 164-171, 12 ff. [A cleaning of Blake's Dante copperplates has made possible a printing of 25 new sets "considerably superior to the earlier [contemporary] ones."

"Blake's Copy of Dante." Blake Newsletter, IV, 2 (1970), 49-50 (photocopy). [Where is Blake's copy of Dante?]


Draft introduction, partly autobiographical (n.d.), MS.
Another draft of an introduction, partly autobiographical (n.d.), TS, 6 ff.
Draft and working copy of a chronology of William Blake (n.d.), TS with MS additions, 8 ff.
Supplementary material, to be embodied in the chronology (n.d.), TS with MS notes, 8 ff.
Further notes on the chronology of William Blake (n.d.), MS (pencil), 2 ff.
Folder containing a full draft (n.d.), TS with MS amendments (the list of proposed illustrations is a photocopy of TS), 75 ff.
Two yellow ring binders containing photocopy of TS draft with MS amendments (n.d.), 64 + 49 ff.
A red spring-back binder containing photocopy of TS draft (n.d.), 115 ff.
Galley proofs, extensively marked (n.d.), 19 ff.
Galley proofs, with only a few marks (n.d.), 20 ff.
A folder containing 177 glossy black-and-white photographs for illustrations, mostly marked for printer's block-maker.

Two Blake Prints and Two Fuseli Drawings with some possibly pertinent speculations." (1971)
The Identity of 'Hereford' in Jerusalem.

1972

A Note on Stothard's drawing of the 'Battle of Ai[n]'. (1972)

TS draft much amended in pencil (April 1972), 2 ff.
TS draft, another version (May 1972), 6 ff.
An envelope of 5 photographic prints, 3 marked for the press. This was published as "Stothard (Thomas) The Battle of Ai." Paul Grinke Catalogue Five [London, 1972], pp. 17-19. [In Blake's published engraving in Kimpson's History of the Holy Bible (1781), 'showing the warriors fighting left-handed, the sky seems to have "been left unfinished"; the more finished but unsigned and unpublished pull (in the Rosenwald Collection) "is undoubtedly also by Blake"—it is more finished, is right-handed, and corresponds in this respect to Stothard's newly discovered drawing, offered for sale here.]

1973

A Photocopy of "A Recollection of George Richmond by his Grandson." Blake Newsletter, VI, 1 (Summer 1972 [i.e., Feb. 1973]), 24. ["When Blake died, George closed his eyes: 'to keep the vision in'."]

"A Note on Stothard's drawing of the 'Battle of Ai[n]'." (1972)

1947

William Blake: The Vision of Reality dal
[A Mental Prince dal] (London: Phoenix House, 1947), TS preliminaries (32 plates described but not reproduced), appendices, and index, 35 ff., and 29 galley proofs of the text (c. 33,000 words).

Recently I was asked by Ruthven Todd's son Christopher to look at the work to judge whether it is worth publishing today, thirty-five years after its printing.

The book is aimed at a popular rather than a scholarly audience.

This short account of the life and works of William Blake . . . is primarily concerned with
Blake as an artist [has] considerable attention has had to be devoted to his philosophy and mythology in order to present an understandable picture of the man whom I believe to be one of the greatest of Englishmen.

[Prefatory Note]

Its alternative, deleted sub-titles indicate the wider context: The Vision of Reality; A Mental Prince. It consists of ten chapters: Orientation; Childhood and Youth; Poetic Genius; Experience and Expression; The Enemy of Oil; Felpham; With a Different Face [about Cromek and Blair's Grave designs]; The Grand Style of Art Restored [dealing with Blake's 1809 exhibition]; "I am Had"; His Own Eternal House. There is also a typescript Dedication to B. C., Prefatory Note, Contents, Notes on the [32] Illustrations, a note on The Location of Blake's Pictures, Bibliography of Books by and About Blake, and an Index.

The book is sensible and useful but not very original or interesting, and it is now seriously outdated. Much of it is quotation from Blake--The Proverbs of Hell are here in full, for instance--but there are no notes or specific indications of sources, though Todd does cite scholars such as M. O. Percival and Anthony Blunt. The Prefatory Note gives thanks to "my friends Geoffrey Grigson, Geoffrey Keynes, W. E. Moss, and W. Graham Robertson for unpublished information and material", and some facts and documents quoted here were otherwise unknown in 1947. He quotes, for example, from John Linnell's (still) unpublished autobiography about Blake, and he relates that

Mr Graham Robertson ... told me that when, nearly fifty years ago, he first visited Captain Butts, the grandson of Blake's benefactor ..., he found pictures painted on copper hanging against hot water pipes, a treatment no picture, unless it was one of George Stubbs' enamels, could have been expected to survive.

Had Ruthven Todd's William Blake been published in 1947, it would have brought him some money and extended William Blake's fame, but it would not have made a permanent addition to our understanding and appreciation of Blake. It was a competent money-spinner which suffers little disservice from being known only through this notice.

There is no reference to the book in the Phoenix House archives now in Reading University Library, as I am informed by Michael Bott, Assistant Archivist there. The galleys bear corrections by the house editor but apparently none by Todd--perhaps he never returned the proofs.

n.d.

322

ii Notes on Linnell (n.d.), MS (pencil), 1 f.

iii Fragment on Night Thoughts (n.d.), MS (pencil), 1 f.

iv Notes, possibly autobiographical, beginning "Edinburgh: John Gray" (n.d.), MS, 1 f.

v "Rough list of people who might or should be included in a picture-book of William Blake and his friends" (n.d.), TS, 3 ff. (no entry after "Rigaud").

332 List of books in Ruthven Todd's possession, including some by Blake, apparently the latter part of a letter (n.d.), TS (photocopy), 2 ff.

301 "Books read by Blake: a minimal list." (n.d.--not before 1964) TS with MS additions, 10 ff.

1970

307 "Notes for possible experiments respecting the processes of William Blake's 'Colour printed drawings'" (1970), TS, 2 ff.

1972

313 "A Plea for availability" (1972, dated "10 de enero" on f. 4), TS, 4 ff. Refers to the Tate exhibition of Blake's watercolors for Gray's poems.

William Blake: The Commercial Engraver. According to his letter to GEB of 28 May 1972 (not in the Leeds collection), the work was to consist of separate essays (originally published individually) on

1 "Commercial Engraving at the Time of Blake" ("last to be written")
2 "Henry Fuseli and William Blake"
3 "Thomas Stothard and William Blake" ("to appear in the Private Library")
4 "John Flaxman and William Blake" ("for an anthology being edited by Morton [Paley]")
5 "William Blake after William Blake" ("promised to Blake Newsletter")
6 "William Blake and Sundry Artists"

This book is subsequent to and therefore distinct from his William Blake The Artist (1971) but may have been designed to incorporate fallout from it. (It may be the same as the "study of Blake's illustrative techniques to be called William Blake: The Technical Man" which was announced in Blake Newsletter, IV, 1 [Aug. 1970], 30, as being in progress.) The two following groups of MSS may be related to it.

312 Miscellaneous notes mainly on Blake's artistic techniques.


ii Begin "Title . . . " (n.d.) TS (pencil), 1 f.

iii Begin "Many books have been written . . . . " (n.d.) TS, 10 ff.


v Begin "Introductory notes . . . . " (referred to his William Blake The Artist [1971]) MS (pencil), 1 f.

331 Fragment of a draft letter on techniques of engraving: begin "P.P.S. Mr. Anselmini has pointed out" (1968) TS (carbon).

316 "William Blake and Thomas Stothard (1755-1834);
materials" (n.d.), 6 ff. [A list of engravings in chronological order.]

Other Significant Works Related to Blake in the Leeds University Libraries

Todd Collection

Bible: *Illustrations of The Book of Job* (1825) pl. 20-21, India proofs [Blake Books No. 421]

"Canterbury Pilgrims", separate plate (8 Oct. 1810 [printed in 1941, says Todd, on modern cardboard]), given him about 1947 (according to his Gilchrest [1945], p. 247 MS note)

"Christ Triumphant Over Urizen", separate plate

Dante: *Blake's Illustrations of Dante*, pl. VI, "The Whirlwind of Lovers", no inscription [Blake Books No. 448]

--- Two prints labeled by Lessing J. Rosenwald as restrikes of 1955 [Blake Books No. 448C]


298 Album entitled on the spine "William Blake Papers IV", iv, 75 [171] ff., containing photocopies of Todd's letters about Flaxman bibliography to Col. William Edward Moss and one other document (1941-45) from the originals in Bodley

Henry Fuseli, *Lectures on Painting* (1801) [Blake Books No. 459]

324 Notes on the major paintings in oil of John Martin, a bound notebook compiled by Ruthven Todd [c. 1945], MS, 90 ff.

Romney-Blake engraved portrait of Cowper [from William Hayley, *The Life of... William Cowper*, I (1803), frontispiece—Blake Books No. 468 (1)]

J. G. Salzmann, *Elements of Morality* (1791) [Blake Books No. 492]

*Songs of Innocence and of Experience* (London: Pickering, 1839) [Blake Books No. 171]

Brotherton Collection


Poetical Works of William Blake, ed. W. M. Rossetti (1875) [Blake Books No. 299B] with A. C. Swinburne's signature, of "dubious" authenticity (according to the Brotherton catalogue)

Henry Fuseli letter to F. J. Du Roveray of 27 Dec. 1802


Brotherton Library

Bible: *Illustrations of The Book of Job* (1825) India proofs [Blake Books No. 421]

John Flaxman letters to Benjamin Gott of 19 May 1825, 19 Jan., 23 May 1826, and Gott's replies of 13 Feb., 20 May 1826 (in the Gott Family Papers, MS 194)

William Hayley, *The Life of... William Cowper* 3 vols. (1803-04) [Blake Books No. 468]

Thomas Lawrence letters of 1818-29 (in the Gott Family Papers, MS 194)
131 Regina "different from the engravings . . ." [n.d.--refers to Apollo (Feb. 1972)], MS (pencil), 1 f., perhaps related to Todd's "Imaginary Indians in Europe," Art in America, LX (1972), 40-47.

326 A group photograph taken in 1936 at the opening of the Surrealist Exhibition at Burlington Galleries (London), including Ruthven Todd (second from left, back row).

327 Miscellaneous press cuttings from books in Todd's collection, 3 ff.

328 An appreciation of the work of Angela von Neumann (c. 1970) in four undated MS drafts with MS amendments beginning 1 "Permission to share a private world;" ii "Permission to share a private world," 2 ff.; iii "Permission to accept a private world," 2 ff.; iv "Permission to accept a private world", 2 ff.

329 Regina "By the time one is in one's sixty-second year" [1976], MS.

2 The catalogue here also omits most of Todd's miscellaneous collection of printed works about Blake including


325 A Description Hand-List of a Loan Exhibition of Books and Works of Art by William Blake . . . Chiefly from the Collection of Mr. Lessing J. Rosenwald, Assembled by Mrs. George M. Millard (Pasadena [California], 1936), TS, 8 ff.

323 Arts & Crafts Exhibition organized by The Bognor Post . . .

11-15 January 1927: The William Blake Centenary section [a scrap-book of newspaper cuttings] (1926-27), 16 ff. Title on front board: "The Man Who Lived at Felpham"; half-title: "Blake Centenary Commemoration"; the exhibition and scrapbook were arranged by G. P. Baker, whose printed monogram is mounted on f. 15; autograph of Ruthven Todd on f. 1r.

295-297 Three albums, entitled on the spines "William Blake Papers II-[III]", containing photocopies of miscellaneous critical papers on Blake:


Vol. II: vi, 244 pp., MS and TS contents on pp. 1 and III (n.d.).


3 There appears to be nothing relating to a number of Todd's works on Blake, especially the earlier ones:


"The TwoBlake," TLS, 10 Feb. 1945, p. 72 [the signatures of both W. S. Blake the writing-engraver and William Blake the poet appear on a testimonial of 1797].

Foreword to Albion Facsimile No. 1 of Songs of Innocence and of Experience [facsimile of copy b] (London + N.Y., 1947; Folcroft, Pennsylvania), 1969, which also appears in Songs of Innocence [facsimile of copy b] (N.Y. [1947]).


Crown Classics

"Fusell and Blake: Companions in Mystery," Art Waive LII (Feb. 1964), 26, 57-58 [about the interchange of ideas between them].


"The Bohn Catalogue and James Vine," Blake Newsletter, IV, 4 (Spring 1971), 149 [correction of a misprint in the Keynes & Wolf Census].

4 The bulk of Todd's private papers are at the National Library of Scotland; large selections of poetry MSS are in the State University of New York at Buffalo; correspondence is in the Huntington Library, National Library of Scotland, New York Public Library, University of California (Berkeley), University of Texas, etc.

5 No. 136; this is the ribbon copy, perhaps never sent or sent only in modified form.


7 Blake Books (1977), 25.


9 Another copy of Gilchrist (1942) annotated by Ruthven Todd, mostly with notes on the location of pictures mentioned by Gilchrist, is in the possession of his friend Mr. Robert S. Latona of Mallorca.

I am grateful for many and unfailing kindnesses from Mr. Cox (librarian of the Brotherton Library), from Mr. Morrisey (compiler of the Todd checklist for the Brotherton Library), and from Mr. Latona.